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ABSTRACT:

The correct coordinate mapping can transform a challenging problem into a trivial one. In this talk, I will present recent progress on two specific types of coordinate maps: conformal maps and implicit feature maps. In particular, I will survey new results on the theory, computation and applications of these maps.

Conformal maps find relevance in many physical problems. Recent work has clarified the mathematical structure of conformal maps between multiply connected domains via a new transcendental function. Additionally, new connections with rational function approximation have enabled fast computations of conformal maps. I will present generalisations of these results to infinitely connected (periodic) domains and use the new maps to solve fluid mechanics problems such as biological propulsion, schooling and ground effect.

Implicit feature maps arise in the context of kernel learning methods. I will present a new data-driven kernel method that extracts structure from high-dimensional nonlinear systems. The associated implicit maps enable a robust modal decomposition that disambiguates the roles of linearity and nonlinearity. I will demonstrate the method on a range of partial differential equations and dynamical systems.
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